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Project Executive Summary
Objective
The purpose of this project is to inform the Town of Chapel Hill‟s office supply procurement
policy with regards to increased environmental sensitivity and overall fiscal responsibility.
Process
To complete this task, our group reviewed 2.5-years (Sept 2006 - June 2009) of the Town of
Chapel Hill's gross office supply purchasing data from Office Depot and conducted a survey of
employee office supply procurement practices. This information was then analyzed and applied
to a performance evaluation of the Town of Chapel Hill‟s overall effectiveness in purchasing
office supplies that maximize recycled content while remaining fiscally responsible. This study
was further aided by a comparison of available purchasing options between Office Depot and
competing office supply retailer, Staples. In addition, reference cases of other federal, state, and
municipal EPPPs were evaluated both to critique the Town of Chapel Hill‟s current practices and
to glean relevant strategies to help the Town develop an environmentally preferable office supply
procurement initiative.
General Observations and Recommendations
While the Town of Chapel Hill's current purchasing practices include a significant effort to
promote environmentally responsible behaviors throughout departments and among office
supply purchasers, there is certainly room for improved policy. The town annually spends
around $100,000 on office supplies, of which 25% qualify as recycled (a designation that is
limited by the availability of many items from recycled sources). Since paper and ink share the
most significant portion of office supply expenditures, the Town could see substantial savings if
it were to encourage employees to cut down on overall paper and ink use. This newfound budget
surplus could then be used to further increase recycled content minimums, which likely come
with added costs per item. Currently, the Town relies largely on Office Depot for the
procurement of its office supplies, which happens to also provide most of these goods at the
lowest prices when compared to Staples. That said, Chapel Hill should continue to actively seek
the more economical goods with comparable recycled content levels by price-checking various
office product suppliers, using its potential leverage as a major local buying power to ensure it
receives the lowest possible unit price for purchased products. Lastly, the Town purchaser
survey showed that buyers want to make purchases as efficiently as possible, with a focus on
saving money. By encouraging more bulk orders, not only could office items be ordered more
cheaply, but savings in time spent making orders and decreased environmental costs due to less
freight travel would result as well. As the Town of Chapel Hill continues to expand its many
sustainability initiatives, a purchasing policy that includes provisions to favor environmentally
preferable products where feasible may serve the Town as a mechanism for the comprehensive
promotion of environmentally conscious behaviors.
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Environmentally Preferable Purchasing In Context
Introduction
In 1970, Garrett De Bell wrote in The Environmental Handbook, “America has been described as
a nation knee-deep in garbage, firing rockets to the moon.”1 Later in his same essay on the
practice of recycling in the US, he notes that the term “recycle” was found in few dictionaries in
that time. Today, the United States is still knee-deep, and still firing rockets. In 2008, a Harris
poll said that 91 percent of Americans recycle 2, but landfills across the country are nearing
capacity, and Orange County‟s own landfill will be full within the next two years. Officials are
considering the implementation of waste transfer facilities to transport municipal waste to
another county.
A greater portion of Americans are recycling today, and the value of recycled materials for
remanufacture has increased since Garrett De Bell‟s call for action. This is, in part, due to the
improvement and sustaining of a market for recycled goods. In public and in private, Americans
are supporting this market by purchasing goods manufactured from recycled material. Public
organizations have become major buyers of recycled goods through the implementation of
procurement policies directed at environmental purchasing, known as environmentally preferable
purchasing (EPP) policies.
This section describes the power play between organizations, their suppliers, manufacturers and
extractors considering environmentally preferable products and services in a market economy.
With this, the various strategies of governmental organizations are analyzed on a theoretical
basis. Finally, this section provides a synthesis between theory and practice in the hope of
providing a framework for the development of an environmentally preferable purchasing policy
for the Town of Chapel Hill. Special attention has been given to public organizations whose
policies are concerned with office supplies, a primary concern of the Town of Chapel Hill.
Impetus for EPP Policies: Production and Innovation
Historically, the development and improvement (i.e., innovation) of environmentally friendly
products have relied on three primary motivators: the consumer, pressure from environmental
groups, and governmental regulations. In a market economy, these forces pressure one or many
partners of a supply chain. Fundamentally, a supply chain consists of the consumer, its supplier,
the manufacturer, and the industries that provide raw material to the manufacturer. The
consumer acts as the final purchaser of a good, the individual for which the product was
produced, and therefore has buying power (but is subject to advertising, “unknowns,” and
greenwashing).3 The supplier moves the product of demand from the manufacturer to the
consumer, and the manufacturer produces the item as specified by the consumer. As Green &
Morton note in “Greening Organizations,” this type of supply chain neglects purchasing
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decisions made by those not considered the end-consumer. In other words, all members of a
supply chain act as consumer in this system, and the transactions of non-traditional consumers
dwarfs spending by the end-consumer.4 This means that, at each level of the supply chain, interorganizational sales take place and at greater levels than end-user purchases. With this,
organizations can act as consumers to create demand for goods with recycled-content or other
environmentally-friendly products. Governmental regulations (or the anticipation thereof) also
place pressure on partners of the supply chain, typically at the manufacturing/extraction phase. 5
Environmental groups can affect the supply chain directly and indirectly through boycotts and
political action, respectively. The power of organizations within the supply chain depends on the
size of the organization and the amount of capital invested in the supply chain (economic
power).6 This proves that, as an individual, the consumer may have little power to “green”
supply chains, but as groups of consumers (or an organization) they can place greater demand on
the supply chain. Individuals who act as buyers within an organization can begin to see that they
can pressure their suppliers or manufacturers if they act as consumers, not only playing their
traditional role as organization providing a product or service (i.e., every purchase counts).
“Greening” organizations requires organizations to view themselves (and others in the supply
chain) as consumers. 7
Environmentally preferable purchasing in an organization revolves around three primary
functions: recycling (reuse and resource reduction), ensuring quality, and controlling suppliers‟
activities that affect the environment. For instance, purchasers in an office setting will consider
resource reduction in the packaging of paper products as paper is traditionally delivered in
cardboard boxes. The purchaser will work with the organization to consider the reuse of scrap
paper, and how to properly recycle paper. The purchaser will also require that environmentally
preferable paper works as well as its traditional counterpart. The organization will also consider
the actions of its supplier that can negatively affect the environment such as: location (delivery
distance), treatment of workers, use of manufacturer, et cetera. As noted by Zsidisin and Siferd
in “Environmental Purchasing: a framework for theory development,” these actions require
communication throughout the supply chain. “Only when there is communication between the
supplier and purchasing firms, and other interested parties such as the public and the
government, can we ensure that harm to the environment will be kept to a minimum throughout
the supply chain,” writes Zsidisin and Siferd. 8
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing—Four Examples
NASA‟s Langley Research Center began its environmentally preferable purchasing program in
1995 with a pilot study. The goals of the program were to comply with federal mandates, spread
environmental awareness, and provide a model for environmentally preferable purchasing in an
office setting. 9 Participants in the pilot study were asked to evaluate products that meet the
4
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EPA‟s comprehensive procurement guidelines based on their “durability, performance,
appearance, and cost.”10 At the completion of the pilot study, half of the recycled-content
products were considered reliable, which means that the product performed as well as its
traditional counterpart. One-third of the products were considered acceptable: “the recycledcontent product was acceptable to one person but unacceptable to another.”11 Few products were
considered unsuitable for use in the office setting. Employees were then required to purchase
“reliable” products so long as the product could be purchased within a 10% price variation of its
virgin counterpart. Other reliable products were available for purchase, but not required, and
“acceptable” items were offered alongside their traditional counterparts. The procurement
program also uses outreach programs and a newsletter to keep employees informed of new
procedures and requirements. After the inception of the program, employees adopted
environmentally preferable practices (such as duplexing copies and using email alternatively).
The Langley Research Center claims to have increased its recycled-content purchasing by 500
percent since the inception of the program.
NASA‟s procurement program is somewhat different from other programs analyzed as it does
not begin with a specific policy, but rather with a pilot program. It follows from Executive Order
13101 signed by President Clinton and will most likely be updated to meet the mandates of
President Obama‟s Executive Order “Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and
Economic Performance.” The program focused heavily on ensuring quality, which was a focus
of Zisdisin and Siferd (see above). The program also focuses on communication among
employees, but neglects communication between others in the supply chain. This is most likely
due to the gross availability of environmentally preferable products available to federal agencies.
Instead of leveraging its buying power with suppliers, NASA benefits from the size and purchase
volume of the federal government. In other words, NASA was able to „pick and choose‟ from
multiple contracts; this requires little necessity for the leveraging of purchasing power by buyers.
Certainly with fewer contracts than the federal government and perhaps less power in the supply
chain, California from the outset identified the need for its environmentally preferable
purchasing policy to “create or enhance an environmental dialogue between
manufacturers/distributors and consumers,” that is, communication. 12 Researchers worked to
create a priority-ranking system for products purchased by the state. Purchase volume,
environmental impact, and the improvement capability of a product were all factors in
determining how to prioritize California‟s EPP policy. 13 The researchers also gathered data
about products from other governmental agencies (including EPA‟s procurement guidelines) in
and outside of California, and from external sources like Green Seal, which certifies
environmentally preferable purchases. They also reviewed contracts with suppliers that would
soon expire, and worked with suppliers to find out information that would help determine the
environmental impact of products, e.g., reviewing material safety data sheets and contacting the
supplier in the case of missing information. California‟s EPP policy, therefore, relies heavily on
10
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communication with its suppliers and reviewing actions of suppliers that may have
environmental impacts. Its involvement with the public (consumers) and with other
governmental organizations may help spread awareness about environmentally preferable
products and practices, and theoretically is a driver of innovation of these products.
King County‟s environmentally preferable purchasing policy was developed in 1990 and revised
in 1995 to include a greater number of products and services purchased by the County. Seattle
has a sizable population, and its government spent $54 million dollars last year on recycledcontent and other environmentally friendly products. 14
Seattle‟s EPP policy began as a mechanism to support a market for recycled goods through the
purchase of products containing some portion of recycled material. In selecting products,
purchasers are directed in the policy to meet certain price and performance goals. The policy
focuses on paper products and requires county departments to use recycled-content or other EPP
paper when the product meets price and performance requirements. Employees must print on
both sides of paper, and on every printed paper there must be a recycle logo and (if available) the
recycled content of the paper. Contractors and consultants submitting documents to county
departments also must follow these guidelines. This is an obvious effort to increase
environmental awareness and publicize the county‟s efforts. Environmental awareness and
involvement with end-consumers can help drive innovation and demand for more recycledcontent goods.
A special procurement office (which created the policy) is responsible for implementing the
policy, and departments must report purchases/practices to this office. The county‟s solid waste
division assists the procurement office with compiling its annual report and also helps “interested
parties” begin environmentally preferable purchasing. 15 The procurement office, like the state of
California, reviews the counties contracts and bids.
King County‟s policy, not unlike NASA‟s “unsuitable” criteria for its pilot study, exempts
products that do not meet price or performance requirements, which means that there is little
improvement potential for those products. King County‟s policy places a premium on the
department‟s evaluation of a product. There are also provisions of the policy that require the
procurement office to frequently update departments with information on new products and
procedures, and to maintain a product list in keeping with the county‟s requirements and other
agencies (like the EPA‟s procurement guidelines). This allows for communication among
involved parties.
Burlington, Vermont is the center of a metropolitan area in Vermont with a population of over
200,000 citizens, while the city itself claims nearly 40,000 (population size a little smaller than
Chapel Hill).16 Burlington created its own EPP policy in September 2009 with a team comprising
members of the mayor‟s office along with representatives from each city department. The
14
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policy‟s primary goals are to protect the health of Burlington‟s local population, mitigate the
city‟s contributions to climate change, citing the health of the global community. 17 For the city,
greening its organization will minimize its consumption of resources and support the recycling
markets (recycled goods and recycled-content goods). According to the policy, vendors
(contractors) for the city must minimize packaging, which most likely pressures two partners of
the supply chain—the supplier and the manufacturer.18 Once products are delivered, pallets and
packaging must be returned and reused. All paper must be chlorine-free, as the policy aims to
mitigate dioxin pollution (to protect local health), and must be printed with a statement of
percent recycled-content (to promote environmental awareness). Burlington‟s policy seems to
draw more heavily from existing eco-labels, certifications, and standards than do the others in
order to make purchasing decisions. This is most likely due to the size and extent to which the
Burlington Sustainability Action Team can provide this information.
A review of the environmentally preferable purchasing policies of a federal, state, county, and
city government illustrate in practice the “power” mechanism entrenched in product supply
chains. To ensure that a market exists for materials diverted from landfills, organizations create
policies to mandate environmentally preferable purchasing and encourage others to do so. All of
these policies—federal, state, county, and local—contain mechanisms for 1) employee feedback,
2) communication between consumer, institution, and supplier, and 3) promoting environmental
awareness. In a market economy, each of these are important in ensuring that materials diverted
from landfills are profitable, and that their remanufactured counterparts are reliable and not costprohibitive, two requirements for successful EPP policies of public organizations.
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Employee Office Supply Purchasing Survey
Abstract
The immense amount of data detailing online purchases from Office Depot over the past two
years was extremely useful for our analysis of Town office supply purchasing behavior;
however, it lacked information regarding purchases from other retailers and spoke nothing of the
reasoning behind certain purchases. In filling these information gaps, we decided that an
anonymous survey would be beneficial in obtaining information from the Town purchases
directly. Ultimately, we learned a great deal from the survey; by analyzing its results, we were
able to generate valuable recommendations for modifications of purchasing habits and general
functions to make the Town‟s purchasing practices more environmentally sound while
maintaining economic efficiency.

Methods
Prior to creating the survey, we determined what sort of information was to be gathered from the
respondents, and concluded that there should be two types of questions. The first type asks about
the respondents' respective areas of work and involvement with Town office supply purchasing.
The second part of the survey would have questions regarding general office functionality and
solicit suggestions for improving sustainability.
To properly structure and format the survey questions, we consulted Don Dillman's Mail and
Internet Surveys for guidance on effective survey design. Consequently, the initial survey draft
contained specific, carefully worded response options for most questions. The client provided
useful feedback on how the draft survey questions related to both the desired information and to
the workplace culture and practices of the targeted sample. As the draft was passed through the
hands of multiple team members during the revision process and comments were incorporated
into the revisions, however, the phrasing of questions became more general; rather than
providing a list of specific responses, we decided to allow respondents to provide whatever
information they could through open-ended responding to many questions. The online survey
was designed using Qualtrics software, which guides the user easily through the questions, and
collects and sorts responses for easy retrieval and analysis. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the
online survey.
The survey was administered on November 3, 2009 to 25 Town of Chapel Hill staff members
with purchasing responsibilities, all of whom had been informed in advance by the Town
Sustainability Planner, (client on this project). Ultimately, 19 responded, representing most of the
Town‟s major departments. A full accounting of the responses appears in Appendix A.
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Figure 1: Screen shot of online survey

Data Analysis
On average, a purchaser makes three office supply purchases and spends a total of $215 each
month. Toner cartridges and paper recur most on the list of items most frequently purchased, so
modifications in purchasing habits for these items are likely to have the greatest impact. While
most purchases are made online from Office Depot, some are made online from chain retailers
others than Office Depot, and others are made in-store at Office Depot, local office supply
retailers, and other chain retailers, particularly Staples. For the respondents and the Town as a
whole, saving money is the greatest priority, with low environmental impact the second-greatest

priority, and purchasing locally the third. Some claim environmental impact to be as important
as saving money, and others say convenience is as important as any of these options. When
purchasing paper, all respondents aim for at least 30% post-consumer content. About half of the
respondents make bulk purchases, but only for paper.
Notable recommendations for making office supply purchasing habits more environmentally
considerate (Appendix A):
1) Place orders less frequently
2) Buy in bulk (store in inventory)
3) Enact purchasing policy
4) While paper and used toner cartridges are frequently recycled, batteries are not. *
* Respondents recommend increasing access to recycling bins for each of these products.
Notable recommendations for improving overall environmental sensitivity of Town offices:
1) Eliminate inkjet printers at desks
2) Use less paper by increasing use of electronic documents and digitizing existing paper
documents (Requirement of signatures leads to irrational use of excessive amounts of paper)
3) Increase convenience and awareness of environmentally conscious behavior

Conclusion
The analysis of survey results reveals a number of simple, straightforward changes the Town can
make to its office supply purchasing habits and general functions to become more sustainable.
Reducing purchasing frequency by making bulk purchases and storing in Town inventory will
reduce costs and soften environmental impact. While many purchasers already purchase paper in
bulk, they do so from a variety of retailers and purchase differing kinds of paper with varying
percentages of post-consumer content, most of which exceed 30%, demonstrating awareness of
and adherence to Town policies by purchasers. An expansion of the existing paper purchasing
policy, including the institution of specific retailers and bulk products, will carry significant
benefits. A similar policy should be instituted for toner cartridge purchasing.
An increase in awareness and convenience of recycling opportunities is likely to help Town
offices function more sustainably. Bins for recyclables of all kinds, including paper, batteries,
and empty toner cartridges, should be located conveniently throughout each office, with fliers
posted above landfill-destined waste to encourage employees not to inappropriately dispose of
recyclables. The Town should consider phasing out personal printers in Town offices, along with
the excessive use of paper by using electronic documents and the digitization of old documents.
We offer a sample brochure that may be useful in communicating policies and goals to Town
staff and motivating preferred workplace behavior; see Appendix B for a formatted color
brochure. The electronic file has been shared with the Town client for possible revision and
adaptation to future Town policy and programs.
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Town of Chapel Hill Purchase History Analysis
Abstract
The purpose of this portion of the study is to use existing Town of Chapel Hill purchasing data
from September 2006 to June 2009 using their account with Office Depot. Several basic analyses
were performed to better understand current purchasing practices in terms of products ordered,
percent orders that have recycled content, expenditures, and by department. Data were sorted by
product category, recycled/non-recycled, or department, and appropriate sums and averages were
calculated and plotted in histograms. It was found that about one-quarter of product categories
could be ordered with at least some recycled content, with filler paper accounting for the most
recycled. Many products already are purchased recycled, yet there remains room for
improvement. Laser printer supplies and white copy paper constitute the greatest expenditures,
and can be ordered with recycled content. Currently, the Public Works department spends the
most on office supplies, so it may be a good place to begin reevaluating purchasing decisions.

Methods
Five overall analyses were performed on raw data in order to gain a better understanding of what
current purchasing practices look like. The analyses include:
1) Percentage of orders for each product category considered recycled for all products with
any recycled content
2) Percentage of orders for each product category considered recycled for products with
number of recycled orders greater than 50%
3) Top ten products for which the most money is expended
4) Top ten products for which the most money is spent compared with what percentage of
the orders for each product are considered recycled
5) Office supply expenditures by town department
For the first analysis, data was sorted first by product category, and secondly by recycled/nonrecycled. Product categories were generalized for greater clarity due to the similarity between
many products. For example, we used the product category “binders,” instead of distinguishing
between 1” and 2” binders or between blue and black binders. For each product category, the
number of recycled orders and the number of non-recycled orders were counted. These two
numbers were summed to get the total number of orders for each product, and then [(recycled
orders / total orders) *100] to get the percent of orders for each product considered recycled.
These values >1% were plotted on a histogram.
Because the above resulting histogram had a large number of categories on the x-axis, a second
histogram was generated for readability, as well as a table summarizing common paper and ink
supplies (Figure 2). In order to determine on which products to focus the investigation, the top
ten products on which the most money is spent was calculated by sorting the data by product
category, generating a sum of the money spent on each category, and then sorting the sums in
descending order. The top ten products in the resulting list were plotted in a histogram against
their sums. It is important to note that all references to orders and money spent refer to orders
and expenditures with Office Depot (the largest supplier) only, although the town makes some
purchases from other suppliers.

PRODUCT

%RECYCLED

PRODUCT

%RECYCLED

FILLER PAPER

100%

MAILING SUPPLIES

50%

DESK COLLECTIONS

99%

COLOR SINGLE INK

39%

FILE FOLDERS

98%

PAPER PRODUCTS

33%

INDEX CARDS & FILES

95%

APPT. BOOKS/PLANNERS

31%

COLOR COPY PAPER

92%

WIREBOUND NOTEBOOKS

31%

WHITE COPY PAPER

71%

LEGAL PADS

21%

BINDERS

64%

ENVELOPES

20%

LASER PRINTER SUPPL

63%

BUSINESS FORMS

19%

OFFICE STATIONERY

60%

SELF STICK NOTES

11%

MONO SINGLE INK

57%

WIRELESS NOTEBOOKS

5%

Figure 2: Common supplies by category
In this case, the second histogram values were sorted by those percentages > 50%, so that fewer
values were displayed on the x axis, and the reader could more easily distinguish products with
high potential for recycled orders (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Percent recycled orders
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To evaluate the relationship between these expensive items and their potential to be ordered as a
recycled product, monetary sums were plotted again. On top of this histogram, the percent of
these product orders considered recycled was superimposed (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Major municipal expenditures

Finally, after examining expenditures and recycled orders by product category, expenditures
were calculated by department. We resorted data by department, and totaled the money spent on
all orders and products by each department. This involved significant synthesizing of department
labels; 15 department labels remained unknown. These unknowns were fused into one category.
A histogram was created relating department to their expenditures in dollars (Figure 5).

Figure 5: total expenditures

Data Analysis
From these calculations, several general trends can be observed. Currently, of 201 product
categories, 148 have no recycled products, and for the remaining 53, at least 1% of the orders are
considered recycled. Filler paper has the highest number of recycled orders, 100% (Figure 3),
and correction products the least (of those greater than 0%), with 1%. For seven product
categories (colored copy paper, corrugated storage, desk collections, file folders, filler paper,
hanging file folders, and index cards/files), at least 90% of the orders are labeled recycled
(Figure 3). Laser printer supplies constitute the greatest expense for the Town of Chapel Hill,
with $37,119.31 spent on their purchase. This product category is composed of laser cartridges
and toner. The second greatest expense is white copy paper, with $33,383.92 spent. While laser
printer supplies and white copy paper stand out as costing the town the most money by far, the
other eight categories in the top ten include special order furniture, color multi-pack ink, binders,
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color single-ink, mono single-ink, file folders, multifunction (printers), and rollerball pens
(Figure 4).
Of these top ten items, file folders are the most recycled, with 98% of orders labeled as such.
White copy paper and laser printer supplies (top two products in terms of money spent) have
71% and 63% of their orders recycled respectively. However, color multi-pack ink,
multifunction, and rollerball pens have 0% recycled orders (Figure 4). A policy is currently in
place mandating that all white copy paper must be ordered with at least 30% recycled content, so
theoretically, 100% of white copy paper purchases should be ordered recycled.
In terms of departmental expenditures (Figure 5), the Public Works department spends the most
with Office Depot ($36,859.81) and Human Resources spends the least ($39.55). The average
spent by departments is $10,167.67.

Conclusion
Overall, it was found that about one-quarter of product categories could be ordered with at least
some recycled orders, with filler paper accounting for the most recycled. Many products,
however, are already purchased recycled; yet there is definitely room for improvement. Laser
printer supplies and white copy paper constitute the greatest expenditures, and can be ordered
with recycled content. Currently, the Public Works department spends the most on office
supplies, so it might be a good place to begin reevaluating purchasing decisions.

Environmentally Preferable Office Product Cost Comparison
(Office Depot vs. Staples)
Introduction
The purpose of this report is to analyze the purchasing practices of the Town of Chapel Hill, and
determine whether their current practices could be improved upon, in terms of cost and
environmental-friendliness. First, Office Depot was evaluated in terms of how they rate their
green products, so that when purchasing from their green line, consumers know exactly what
they are buying. The reason for this is so consumers can evaluate if there is an added benefit to
buying greener. Included in this analysis is also an examination of Office Depot‟s environmental
policy and the initiatives they have in place to improve their environmental friendliness and
awareness. The data collected from Office Depot was then compared to Staples, a similar office
supply company that has been consistently rated one of the best “green” companies in the US.
The purchasing data for the Town of Chapel Hill for the past two years was then used to compare
the benefits that could be achieved if certain changes were made. For example, the current
purchased amount was compared to the amount whether everything were purchased with
recycled content, for both Office Depot and Staples products. The findings are summarized
below.
Office Depot has three goals for their green line:
1.

2.

3.

Being green
a. Sourcing greener office products for resale to our customers.
b. Buying papers from certified "responsibly managed forests."
c. Buying greener office products for our own internal use.
Buying green
a. Reducing waste and recycling.
b. Reducing energy and greenhouse gases from facilities—greening our buildings.
c. Reducing fuel and greenhouse gases from transportation.
Selling green
a. Delivering innovative green solutions to our contract customers.
b. Delivering innovative green solutions to our direct customers.
c. Delivering innovative green solutions to our retail customers.
d. Selling greener papers.

In order to be green, Office Depot has increased the percent of recycled materials vs. landfilled
since 2006 from 37% recycled to 53%. They have also decreased the CO2 emissions associated
with their facilities from 378,000 metric tons in 2007 to 367,000 metric tons in 2008, or a 3%
decrease. They have also decreased the CO2 emissions associated with customer and store
delivery from 138,000 metric tons in 2006 to 107,000 metric tons in 2009, a 22% decrease.
In order to fulfill their goal of buying green, Office Depot has increased the number of active
products with identified green attributes from 4000 in 2006 to 6100 in 2008. They have also
increased the percent of marketing papers from certified “well-managed forests” from 54% in
2006 to 83% in 2008. Office Depot has also attempted to increase the “green spend percentage”
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of greener internal office products. The average PCR content of cut sheet paper has decreased
from 32.7% in 2006 to 32.4% in 2008.
They plan on achieving their goal by following these rules for their products
1. Reduced waste
a. Recycled: minimum 10% post-consumer recycled or 20% total recycled (10% PCR
and 50% total for mailing supplies)
b. Remanufactured: ink and toner cartridges from previously used products
c. Refillable & refills: products that replace one-time-use disposables
d. Rechargeable: batteries and chargers to replace one-time use batteries
e. Rewritable: CDs, DVDs and Flash Drives to reduce paper and allow reuse
2. Reduced energy
a. Reduced energy in use: "Energy Star" qualified electronics and lights
b. Renewable energy in use: solar powered or manually cranked products
3. Reduced chemical use
a. Reduced chemicals in use: Certified non-toxic writing instruments and supplies
b. Reduced chemicals and waste in disposal: Biodegradable liquids and non-toxic solids
Staples‟ Corporate Goals:
1. Expand the scope of community involvement globally
2. Develop more leaders with global perspectives
3. Increase offering of eco-friendly products and services
a. EcoEasy: focused on 3 key areas
i. Office products that make a difference in the environment
ii. Services that make it easy to do the right thing
iii. Operating in a manner that sustains the environment for our customers, associates,
suppliers, and the global economy
4. Raise awareness of ethics programs and policies globally
5. Create new business opportunities for diversity suppliers
Staples offers more than 3000 environmentally preferable products in North America, including
nine Staples-brand printing and copy paper products certified by the Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC). Their goal is to move the majority of paper products to FSC-certified paper by the end of
2010. Staples changed the standard paper offering in their Copy & Print Centers to FSCcertified paper with 50% PCR. Staples also is one of the largest recyclers of ink and toner
cartridges, with their in-store recycling program and InkDrop.
Staples‟ Environmental Goals
• Move the majority of paper products offered for sale to FSC-certified paper by the end of
2010, based on availability of supply and market conditions.
• Launch new Web site functionality and catalog offerings in 2008 and beyond to make it
easier for customers to find and shop for eco-friendly products and services.
• Recycle 3.5 million pounds of electronic waste in the U.S. in 2008 through our technology
recycling program.
• Complete or start construction on 12 new rooftop solar installations in 2008 in our retail
and non-retail locations.

• Expand environmental information collection and reporting capabilities to the majority of
our international locations by 2010.

Methods
In order to compare the two companies and the cost effectiveness of purchasing all recycled
goods, the 2.5 years (30 months) of data was broken down into categories so that the amount of
purchased recycled goods could be compared to the number of non-recycled goods purchased in
a given category. The top 40 categories were selected in terms of recycled percentage as well as
the top money spent categories.
Using the headings from each category, a similar item was picked for the three possible purchase
categories, Office Depot non-recycled, Office Depot recycled and Staples recycled. Once the
products had been selected, three cost predictions were generated using the purchase numbers
from the 2-year data. The three cost options (Figure 6) consisted of: current practice; all Office
Depot recycled; and all Staples recycled. For instance the current cost scenario was generated by
taking the total number of orders for one category and applying them to the products selected for
the cost comparison. Once the cost estimates had been generated, the percent change was
calculated for the all Office Depot recycled and the all Staples Recycled.

Figure 6: Total Cost of Current Office Supply Purchases and Projections of Costs if
Purchased Exclusively at Office Depot or Staples

The following figures outline the costs associated with each of the different scenarios. Figures 7
and 8 display the percent difference between the all-recycled options and the current cost
scenario.
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Figure 7: Comparison of all-recycled and current cost scenarios

Figure 8: Comparison of all-recycled and current cost scenarios

While these graphs do a good job of breaking the cost information down into individual
categories, we needed to look at the town budget as a whole. To that end, we generated the last
figure (Figure 9) by summing all the categories for each respective scenario.

Figure 9: Comparison across summed categories
Results
As the data show, Office Depot is currently a better option that Staples for the Town‟s office
purchasing. While the team found that Staples has better offerings for greener purchasing, from a
cost perspective, Office Depot is the better choice. The study shows that when comparing similar
goods, Staples is more expensive. Every effort was made to ensure a similar pricing structure;
however, there are obviously some issues. For example, the Staples website was much easier to
navigate and to select recycled content; the majority of it was name brand products. The Office
Depot website, on the other hand, sometimes allowed recycled products to be selected, but when
it came to individual products, they often offered their own brand, which helps lower the price.
In addition, Office Depot sells a lot of recycled products in bulk, which helps to further drive
down the price. One such item was the index tab dividers, which had to be purchased in bulk.
Normally this was done for items that could be purchased in large quantities due to their repeated
use. Another important thing to note about this report is that some of the categories that had the
most money spent on them during the past two years are not examined in the cost analysis. The
items in question relate to ink used for printers. While it is easy to compare white paper to white
paper, ink cartridges are specific items with a wide range of prices and are related to specific
machines. They were not included in the data collection because of the high amount of error
associated with this. The best recommendation for the town would be to reduce the amount of
ink used in printing. This can be done by switching to laser printer, which costs more per ink
cartridge, but allows more pages to be printed than a traditional ink jet printer. Also, examining
the printer settings could help reduce the amount of ink used per page. Lastly, the best way to
reduce paper usage would be to use electronic methods whenever possible, instead of simply
printing everything. In terms of buying recycled ink cartridges, HP seems to be the company
with the most commitment to recycling their old cartridges and reusing them to make new ones.
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Project Conclusions
While the Town of Chapel Hill currently makes a significant effort to promote environmentally
responsible behaviors throughout departments and among office supply purchasers, there is
certainly room for improvement. The town annually spends around $100,000 on office supplies
with about 25% of these goods considered recycled—a level of recycling somewhat limited by
the availability of such products. Since paper and ink share the most significant portion of office
supply expenditures, the Town could see substantial savings if it were to encourage employees to
cut down on overall paper and ink use. This newfound budget surplus could then be used to
further increase recycled content minimums, which likely come with added costs per item. The
Town‟s current reliance on Office Depot for procurement of its needed office supplies is
validated by the company‟s provision of most of these goods at the lowest prices as compared to
Staples. That said, Chapel Hill should continue to actively seek the most economical goods with
comparable recycled content levels by price-checking various office product suppliers, using its
potential leverage as a major local buying power to ensure it receives the lowest possible unit
price for all purchased products. Lastly, the Town purchaser survey showed that buyers want to
make purchases as efficiently as possible, with a focus on saving money. By encouraging more
bulk orders, not only could office items be ordered more cheaply, but savings in time spent
making orders and decreased environmental costs due to less freight travel would result as well.
As the Town of Chapel Hill continues to expand its many sustainability initiatives, its
environmentally preferable purchasing policy should remain a vital aspect of the Town‟s
mechanism for the comprehensive promotion of environmentally conscious behaviors.
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Appendix A - Purchaser Survey Results
To retain anonymity, we do not show departments; most major
departments are represented.
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Appendix B - EPPP Outreach Brochure for Town of Chapel Hill Employees

